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Abstract 
In spite of various educational reforms since the government take over 
of public schools in 1970, one still realize that the teaching of music in 
the primary school system is still far from its objectives. This could be 
attributed to a number of factors such as, absence of a unified primary 
school music curriculum, problem of conventional permanent 
classroom teacher, poor teaching qualifications, inadequate fund for 
music facilities and equipment, lack of motivation, as well as parents 
and pupils lukewarm attitude to music. However, some useful 
suggestions were made as means of projecting and promoting the 
teaching of the subject considering its benefits in children educational 
development and for those that may likely take music as a life career in 
future. 

Introduction 

The quest for functional and qualitative education in Nigeria since after government take over of 

schools in 1970 has led to a number of educational reforms. Some of such reforms include the change of 

school system from January to September in 1973, the Universal Primary Education (UPE) introduced in 

1976, the 6 - 3 - 3 - 4 system in which a Nigerian child is expected to spend six years at the primary 

school, three years at the junior secondary, another three years at the senior secondary, and finally 

proceeds to university for four year degree programme. This was also followed by the introduction of 

semester system for the tertiary institutions etc. 

All these reforms were indeed laudable though a good number of them such as UPE and 6-3 - 3 - 

4 system were not given enough time to materialize before the recent Universal Basic Education (UBE) 

aimed at giving a Nigerian child a nine - year primary school Education that would take care of the 

primary and junior secondary school levels and possibly, prepares the child for a vocational career where 

he is unable to proceed to senior secondary school level. However, these policy reforms and curricula 

review seemed not to have made any impact on music education programme especially in the public 

primary schools which are supposed to be the foundation stone of the entire nation’s educational system. 

According to Okoh and Uko - Aviomoh (2005), “primary school level is the key to the success or failure 

of the entire educational system”. 

The state of primary schools in the current educational reforms has grossly affected the teaching 

of music and other vocational subjects such as fine arts, metal and wood works, not only at the primary 

school level but at both secondary and tertiary levels that supposed to have benefited from the foundation 

level. 

Music which is one of the outstanding art subjects widely used in various school programmes has 

no foundation at the nation’s public primary school system due to a number of factors which the 

educational planners and implementers have not cared to address. These include absence of a unified 

music curriculum, permanent class teacher syndrome, poor qualifications, inadequate fund for music 

facilities and equipment, lack of motivation as well as effects of parent’s attitude to music as an academic 

career. Most of these problems are due to inconsistency in our educational reforms. 

Absence of a Unified Music Curriculum 

It is quite obvious that there is no unified Music curriculum for the primary schools in most of the 
states of the federation. The primary school that is supposed to be the pivot for the higher level of 

education has little or nothing to offer. A good number of primary schools in a few states where music is 
taught are managed by the private sector that depend solely on whatever the class teacher has at his 
disposal. 

For example, a close examination of twenty eight (28) public primary schools in Okene Education 
Zone of Kogi State where the researcher often supervises NCE student teachers yearly revealed that not 
even one of these primary schools offer singing talk less of teaching music as a subject. A few of the 

schools where music is taught (6 schools representing 6.8% of the 87 public and private primary schools 
visited), are private primary schools with a lot of half baked teachers who teach without specified music 



curriculum. Since the goals and objectives of teaching and learning depend largely on a well designed 
curriculum and teachers’ effectiveness, Odunusi (1999:4) therefore, contended that: 

Any educational system that is unable to provide a curriculum specially designed 
developed and implemented towards the basic needs in its immediate and extended environment cannot be 
regarded as a functional education. 

This being the case, one would not be completely wrong to say that music education in Nigeria 
has not actually developed its foundational taproot upon which its dividends could be harnessed by the 
society as envisaged in the National Policy on Education (2004:15). To justify the above claim, series of 
research findings by some music scholars such as Faseun (1992) and Ekwuneme (1995), revealed that 
Music as a school subject, has not been accorded its rightful position in the National Policy on Education. 
Okafor (1988:15) observed that: 
The arrangement of the school curriculum does not appear to show that music is one of the priorities in the 
scheme of the Nigeria National Education Programme... In the secondary school system, music is in the 
world of entertainment and in the optional series. This means that a student is denied the opportunity of 
studying the two subjects. 

In a similar situation, Onyiuke (2003:77) stressed that music should be given its appropriate place 
in the primary school curriculum as other subjects such as mathematics and English which are learnt from 
the nursery stage. 
These remarks therefore, call for a number of questions such as: 
i. How does one expect to have a sound music curriculum at the secondary school level when its 

foundation (the primary school) is very weak? 

ii. If music is considered as an entertainment as well as an optional course with poor contents at the 

secondary school, what should be its position at the primary school level where its curriculum 

contents are not clearly defined? 

These questions therefore, go deeper to show how low music subject is rated in the nation’s 

educational system in spite of its multi-functional effects in a child’s educational development. This 

challenging problem is with the music educators who have not deemed it necessary to come up with a well 

designed music curriculum at the foundational level — the primary school. The Science Teachers 

Association of Nigeria (STAN) has made a remarkable progress both at the primary, secondary and the 

tertiary levels of our educational system. The French teachers are also taking similar steps towards the 

promotion of French language both at the primary and secondary school levels. Unlike other subject 

disciplines, music has no single academic staff representative in various Educational Boards and Agencies 

such as NERDC, NCCE, MBTE, NUC, JAMB, etc. where such reviews and policy decisions are often 

made. Even where conferences are organized, such sensitive issues are hardly discussed and if at all 

mentioned, they are not followed up to logical conclusion. 

Permanent Class Teacher Syndrome 

As means of improving on the quality of education in the country, the new policy reform 

recognized NCE as the minimum teaching qualification at the primary school level where the teacher 

Grade II Certificate places the teaching of all the subjects on a single permanent class teacher. This ideas 

though good in itself, has failed to yield the expected goals in that many public schools that are opportune 

to employ the services of NCE teachers still subject such teachers to a permanent class where they are 

prone to teach all the class subjects in addition to their specialized subjects. Besides, those that combine 

music with other subjects are only allowed to teach their second subject combination at the expense of 

music. On the other hand, those that studied music as a double major course, take up other related art 

subjects such as English, Social Studies, Christian Religious knowledge or the entire subjects of the class 

if they must retain the job. No wonder Udensi (2004:5), is of the view that: 

Where the teaching of a subject is predominantly self-contained classroom pattern with one teacher 
responsible for all the subject areas of the class, whatever the child will learn and how he will learn it, 
depends solely on the teacher’s interest and skills. 

With the appalling state of affairs where over 55% of the teachers are not qualified for the job 
they are supposed to be doing, it cannot be said that the children criterion of providing adequate number of 

professionally qualified music staff has been met. A situation where a teacher is made ‘Jack of all trades 
but a master of none’, cannot in any way be a preparatory ground for the much needed skilled man-power. 
This is one of the reasons why music education has not made any feasible impact both at the primary and 
secondary school levels in most states of the federation. 



Poor Teaching Qualifications 

Due to non implementation of a unified music education programme in most public primary 

schools nation wide, many proprietors of private primary schools have taken this undue advantage in the 

recruitment of unqualified/non-music graduates who end up in reproducing their NCE notes without 

consideration of the level of pupils they are assigned to teach. This set of teachers, even when they are 

quite aware that they cannot graduate in the nearest three years due to two or more NCE courses to be 

repeated ,use their testimonials to secure such appointments from these proprietors who see them as cheap 

labour force. This is one of the reasons why Yek-Ajenifuja (2008:62) remarked that most schools 

(especially privates) do not operate with music curriculum and in most cases; they do not know the proper 

way to go about music contents. Similar situation was observed by Udensi (2008:7), who emphasized that: 

In as much as it is quite good to have adequate number of graduates in the field of music, the 

mode of the training must be well checked in terms of infrastructures, staff competency, learners’ interests 

as well as their musical background experiences. 

The existence of unqualified and unskilled music teachers especially at the foundation level of 

our music education programme, is like a virus in a computer which has to be treated before it erodes the 

entire system. 

Inadequate Music Facilities and Equipment 

When a teacher or the learner is unable to achieve the desire set objectives due to inadequacies, 

inconsistencies and other operational issues, he is bound to be frustrated and dissatisfied with himself and 

the entire system in general. Like other vocational subjects, music cannot be effectively taught in abstract. 

In most of the few primary schools (mainly privates) where music is taught, simple musical instruments 

and equipment such as musical toys of various grades, recorders, harmonicas, flutes, metal gongs, rattles, 

xylophones, wooden and pot drums, whistles, membrane drums; video tapes and players, cassette 

recorders, television sets/computers etc. are often difficult to acquire due to cost. Besides, facilities such as 

music studios, classrooms with ruled chalkboards, textbooks, etc. are lacking in these schools. Aninwene 

(2005:50) observed that: 

Our schools lack equipment and materials such as piano, local and western musical instruments. 

Also lacking are necessary textbooks, audio visual equipment such as video tapes, film projectors, cassette 

tapes, music scores etc. 

Similar experience was noticed by Onyiuke (2003:73) who pointed out that: 

The teacher should surround the learner with a variety of stimuli such as recorded films, charts, song tapes, 

instruments, sound producing objects, pictures, speakers and demonstrators. 

Absence or inadequacy of these facilities and equipment often hinder teachers and make them 

incapable especially in practical aspects of the music lessons. 

Lack of Motivation 

In order to inculcate a more lasting interest in music, children and teachers must be motivated in 
various forms. A situation where children are made to study in abstract or threatened by the teacher for 
failure to accomplish some tasks, they are likely to show nonchalant attitude whenever music is mentioned 
in the class. For instance, teaching of music notation when children had not been exposed to simple songs 

and rhythmic activities of their immediate background experiences can be highly boring and frustrating to 
a beginner in music. Such experience was observed by Vidal (2008:9) who remarked that:
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Most music teachers found it very difficult to take students through the requirements of the syllabus which 
makes some of the students that would have taken music successfully as a subject at their various schools 
certificates examinations to find it difficult to do so. 

Consequently, the general impression that teaching is not a lucrative profession in Nigeria, 
adversely affect music teachers especially at the primary school level where little or no effort is made to 
implement the programme. Few available music teachers willing to improve often tend to relax as a result 
pf poor conditions of service. No urge for further studies, conference or even seminars. The reason for this 
is not far fetched. Afe (2002) rightly pointed out that they are found to be poorly paid and inadequately 
motivated. In a similar situation, Udensi (2005:166) stated that: 

It is obvious that lack of motivation has in one form or the other, contributed to the mounting 
problems in Nigeria Educational system. This situation has often been the core of the incessant teachers 
strike actions which usually appear as headlines in some of our daily newspapers. 

Music teachers needed to be well motivated in form of adequate remunerations, availability of 
music instructional materials and facilities, houses for extra work, job security, promotions when 
necessary and other welfare incentives that would enable them acquire houses/cars of their own, train their 
children and save for the old age as is the case with their counterparts in the banking and oil sectors. 
Perhaps, this seems to be the reason why some few trained music teachers are never stable and contended 
with one school. A good number of them, not only jump from one school to another, but even leave the 
teaching service entirely for other areas such as banks and companies assumed to be more lucrative. Such 
disruption of the school programmes coupled with inferiority complex of teaching at the primary school 
level contributes to the poor quality of primary school music education curriculum implementation. 

Parents’ and Schools Administrators’ Attitude to Music 

Most often, parents tend to dictate what they want their children to be with little or no regard to 

what the children intend to be or do in life. Such attitudes sometimes make the children suffer emotionally. 

This kind of parental influence is often experienced by a Fot of children who tend to take music as career 

for life. For example, Warburton (1988: 74) wrote that Handel loved music when he was a little boy, but 

his father discouraged him because he wanted him to be a lawyer. Similarly, Machils (1990) cited the case 

of Hector Berlioz who left a medical school for a music conservatory against his parent’s wish of 

becoming a medical doctor. 

The same attitude was experienced by some Nigerian musicians. According to Udensi (2003: 5), 

“the late Afro-beat king Fela Anikulapo Kuti abandoned the study of law for music while Ebenezer Obey, 

Late Eddie Okonta, and even the famous American Star - Marvin Gay whose father shot dead as a result of 

his album - ‘Sexual Healing’ were all victims of parents’ oppositions. Such influence often demoralizes 

children interest in music as a subject of study. For instance, a research conducted by Udensi (2008: 9) at 

the Department of Music, Federal College of Education, Okene, revealed that 217 out of 280 parents 

(77.5%) have negative opinion about music as a career for life due to the following reasons: - 

(i) Although music is good, a lot of people who go into the profession live reckless and shabby life. 

(ii) A good number of musicians cannot take adequate care of their families. 

(iii) A lot of musicians are flirts and drunkards. 

(iv) Musicians hardly stay at home due to the nature of their profession which usually keeps them in 

hotels and studios. 

(v) Some of them die young due to alcoholism, drug abuse, sexual diseases, road accidents or stress. 

However, 46 (16.4%) were of the view that they can encourage their children or relatives if such 

music centers on Christian Gospel. Only 17 (6.1%) of them agreed that they would be glad to encourage 

their children or relatives if they wish to take up music as a career. 

This set of parents with negative impression believes that their children may be exposed to the same habits 
if allowed to study music. Apart from parents’ attitudes, a good number of school administrators do not 

help matters as Tacker and Tracy (1996: 57) pointed out in an American



 

Newsweek. According to them, Music and Art are usually the first areas of attack when a school faces 
budget cuts. Questions such as: 
(i) What can a child learn in a school music class that is as important as mathematics lesson? or 

(ii) Why can’t the money be spent on science or library books to encourage the core learning that 

should occur in school? ... 

Such questions were often argued and debated upon by the School Board Administrators. The 

same is applicable to music education in most States of the Federation. To buttress on this, Onyiuke (2003: 

76) pointed out that “Some head teachers seem to be biased towards music and do not see it as a 

worthwhile subject in the curricula of primary schools”. On a similar ground, Ezennia (1999) remarked 

that for the teachers to be effective and efficient depends on the leadership quality of the school 

administrators. 

These observations seem to contribute immensely towards effective music education programme 

in most of the public and even private primary schools in most states of the country. 

Recommendations 

In view of the immense benefits of music at the primary school level where about 60% of what 

the pupils learn is embedded in music/musical activities, it is expected that primary school music 

programme should go beyond the auspices of Cultural Art syllabus of the National Policy on Education to 

distinguish music as a compulsory primary school subject with a well unified curriculum. 

Rotational classes should be encouraged in all public and private primary schools as a way to 

reduce tedious workloads and teacher’s incompetence emanating from the conventional permanent class 

teacher syndrome. This would give each teacher confidence in teaching one or two subjects of his/her 

specialization especially in technical subjects such as music. 

Also to achieve qualitative music education at this foundation level, Parents, Voluntary Agencies, 

Local, State and Federal governments should provide adequate funds for the procurement of some basic 

instructional materials and facilities such as current and standard music text books, simple western and 

African musical instruments, musical toys, charts. Audio-visual songs and performance tapes, video and 

cassettes players, etc as these would no doubt, help to stimulate pupil’s interest in music lessons. 

Consequently, music teachers should be adequately motivated in accordance with the nature of 

their work which involves individualized attention and time. It is believed that when they are adequately 

rewarded, they would be very happy to stay long, and put in their maximum best for the benefit of the 

pupils and the entire system. 

Finally, there should be music representatives in various Ministries of Education and other 

Educational Boards/Agencies to affect proper planning, implementation and monitoring of music 

education programmes especially at the primary school levels. This would also help to project the image of 

music to the society through various musical activities such as rallies, competitions and television 

programmes. 

Besides, it would curb the disparity between music teachers and those of other disciplines. 

Conclusion 

Just as the human body is a system where all parts are complementary to each other, so is the 

educational system. No one or group of subjects supersedes the others as each subject area has its own 

input in the system. To ensure the success of music education at all levels of our education with more 

emphasis at the foundation level, parents, teachers, school administrators, music educators, and the three 

tiers of government, should support the early child music education as Nigerian children deserve to 

experience the wonderful world of music as in other developed countries who not only play music but also 

produce various musical instruments for foreign earnings. 
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